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ABSTRACT
As billions of transistors can easily getting manufactured on
small chips, multiple processing elements are also getting
fabricated on these chips. This type of chip manufacturing
caught attention of researchers from the domains like Parallel
and Distributed Computing, Computer Aided Chip
Manufacturing, Computer Design etc. Many researchers tried
to utilize the boosted capacity of multiprocessor chips to
implement time consuming, bulky, parallel algorithms. A
strong communication network, which is reliable, robust and
reusable is very much needed to achieve expected
performance. This paper proposes a new Gamma
Interconnection Network variant, namely NoCGIN, which act
as interconnection network for Networks-on-Chip. The paper
further gives information about the topology of NoCGIN and
a simple routing algorithm for routing packets.

switches were used. The major research developments in
telephone networks were non-blocking networks, multistage
Clos networks and Benes networks. By 1980, long-distance
calls were made using digital and electronic switches, whereas
local calls were made using electro-mechanical switches
[4][6].
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this era of high speed processing, multiple processors are
fabricated on single chip. To achieve speed, the computations
are distributed among these processors. The processors are
interconnected to each other using either direct links,
crossbars or multistage interconnection networks. The
multistage interconnection networks prove economical as well
as beneficial and provide good connectivity with increased
reliability. Majority of the researchers worked on multistage
interconnection networks to provide higher reliability, so that
the high end processing systems become more robust for
parallel and distributed processing. One of the challenges
faced by theses researcher was, designing MINs which are not
fault robust. By fault robust, we mean, if the fault exists then
communication between some processors get abandoned. The
issue was handled in past by designing the networks, which
are capable of providing multiple paths or redundant paths[17].

1.1 Interconnection Networks
Interconnection Networks (IN) [1-7] have a very rich history.
Figure 1 shows the typical structure of IN. The development
of IN can be attributed to its use in three major areas, namely




Telephone Networks
Inter-processor communication networks
Processor-memory interconnection networks

Telephone networks were using INs since their conception. In
earlier days, electro-mechanical crossbars and step-by-step

Fig 1: Interconnection Network
Inter-processor interconnection network came into the picture
when the processors needed to be connected in a 2D array
style. Initial machines like Solomon, Illiac and MPP were
based on simple INs like 2D mesh or torus. These INs were
preferred because the initial machines required physical
regularity in interconnections. Binary n-cube and hypercube
became popular, due to their low diameter, in late 1970s. The
low dimension networks were found performing quite well
under realistic packaging constraint; so many manufacturers
again started using 2D and 3D topologies.
Processor-memory interconnections emerged in late 1960s
and were used to allow parallel processors to access the
memory without burdening the other processors. Crossbar
switches are widely used for these types of system
interconnects.
These three development threads together are used to design
the interconnection network in modern systems. Designing an
interconnection network for parallel processors with multiple
memory banks is always a critical task. To achieve faster
access to memory units without introducing much waiting,
multistage interconnection networks (MIN) [4-7] were
invented. After 1980s, a lot of research was carried out to
satisfy the needs of the demanding communication problems
of multi-computers. This research was driven by
developments in the technology to construct single–chip Very
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Large Scale Integration (VLSI) routers. Then, a series of new
ideas filled the research jargon of digital communication
systems.

1.2 Multistage Interconnection Networks
Due to increased use of multiprocessor systems the reliability,
availability and performance characteristics of the networks
that interconnect processors to processors, processors to
memories and memories to memories captured the attention of
researchers. A Multistage Interconnection Network (MIN), in
particular, is an IN consisting of a cascade of switching
stages, each containing switching elements (SE). Figure 2
shows a typical MIN, connecting processors to memory units.
MINs are widely used for broadband switching technology
and for multiprocessor systems. Besides this, MINs offer an
effective method of implementing switches used in data
communication networks. With performance requirement of
the switches exceeding several terabits/sec and teraflops/sec,
it becomes very necessary to make them dynamic and fault–
tolerant[8-13].
Fig 3: Gamma Network

Fig 2: Multistage Interconnection Network

1.3 Gamma Interconnection Network
The Gamma Network [14-15] is a multistage interconnection
network, which uses the redundant paths method for design. It
connects N = 2n inputs to N outputs. It consists of (log2N) + 1
stages with N switches per stage. These switches are
connected with each other using 3 X 3 crossbar switch. The
input stage uses 1 X 3 crossbar, output switch uses 3 X 1
crossbar and all the intermediate switches use 3 X 3 crossbar.
A sample Gamma Network is shown in Figure 3. The stages
are linked together using “power of two” and identify
connections such that redundant paths exist. The path between
any source to destination is represented using any one of the
redundant forms of the difference between source and
destination. These redundant forms are generated using
Binary Redundant Number System[28].

The Gamma Network uses binary redundant form [23][28] of
difference between source and destination. This form is better
known as tag or routing tag. A bit in routing tag can take three
values: 1, 0 and -1. The routing tag T = (tn-1, tn-2, t0), where
the first bit is MSB and the nth bit is LSB. There are three
possible interconnections possible at a stage i. The data from
switch j takes straight path to deliver data to switch j in stage
i+1, take upward path to reach switch (j – 2i) mod N and take
downward path to reach switch (j + 2i)mod N. The Gamma
Network can realize perfect shuffle, cyclic shifts and
permutation shifts. Researchers tried various ways to provide
fault tolerance to GIN. There are 20 plus network variants
available in literature[15-35]. Table 1 lists the network
variants along with the routing methods compatible with each
of them. Interested readers can find the detailed information
about Gamma Interconnection Network Family in [35].
Table 1. Gamma Network variants with their routing
methods
Sr.
Name of Network
No.

Routing Method Used

1.

GIN

Distance Tag Routing

2.

Kappa Network

Destination Tag Routing

3.

Extra Stage GIN

Distance Tag Routing

4.

B-Network

Destination Tag Routing

5.

Balanced GIN

Distance Tag Routing

6.

Mono GIN

Distance Tag Routing

7.

Reliable GIN

Distance tag Routing

8.

Cyclic GIN

Distance Tag Routing
Destination Tag Routing

9.

Partially Chained GIN

Distance Tag Routing

10.

Fully Chained GIN

Distance Tag Routing

11.

3D GIN

Distance Tag

12.

3D-CGIN

Distance
Tag
Routing,
Destination Tag Routing

13.

Incomplete GIN

Twin Tag Routing based on
Distance Tag Routing

,
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14.

Incomplete CGIN

Twin Tag Routing based on
Distance Tag Routing

15.

4DGIN-1

Distance Tag Routing

16.

4DGIN-2

Distance Tag Routing

2. PROPOSED WORK

17.

NBGIN

Destination Tag Routing

18.

MCDRGN(Additional link at
Distance Tag Routing
initial stage)

In this section, we present the topology of NoCGIN and the
routing algorithm for it. The section also provides suitable
examples to demonstrate the routing.

19.

MCDRGN (Additional link at
Distance Tag Routing
initial and intermediate stages)

20.

DRGIN

Distance
Tag
Routing,
Destination Tag Routing

21

GIN with Alternate Source

Distance
Tag
Routing,
Destination Tag Routing

1.4 Networks-on-Chip
With advances in VLSI technology, fabricating thousands of
circuits on small area is a common practice. Since last decade,
the chip manufacturers used the advanced technology to map
multiple cores on a single chip. Today, 4 to 8 core processors
is normal processing configuration. To provide higher
processing capability, the chips with 64[36], 80[37] and
100[38][40] cores are also available. Researchers have also
manufactured, chips with 1000[39][40][42] cores as a
research prototype for High Performance Processing. When
multiple cores are available on single chip, depending on the
application scheduled for processing, communicate with each
other. During communication, these cores exchange data and
information. There is a need for providing some kind of
network for these cores. The interconnection network used for
this purpose is known as Network on Chip (NoC). The
traditional bus system was used initially, as it is the cheapest
topology to implement, for this purpose, but it was found that(1) the speed of communication was slow, (2) suffers from
effects of crosstalk and electromagnetic interference, (3) if
tried to scale beyond a particular number, hampers the
communication[41][45-47][50-51][58-60][66-68].
To overcome these problems, researchers started checking and
using the applicability of other Interconnection Network
topologies. The Mesh and Torus topologies are popularly used
as NoC interconnects. The detailed information can be
referred from [48-49][52-55][57][62-65].
While studying the available literature, we found multiple
MINs and INs used as NoC interconnects. When started
looking for similar implementation / use of Gamma Network,
we found nothing. The Gamma Network when proposed
found suitable for implementation of Fast Fourier
Transform(FFT) algorithms, which means it has inherent
design capability to work as NoC interconnect. During
literature review, it was also observed that, with such a variety
of network variants, with improved path generation
capabilities, GIN can prove better interconnect for NoCs. This
motivated us to start our work in that direction.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 1 – presented the
basic information about INs, MINs, GIN and NoC. The
section also presented the motivation for this work. Section 2
– presents the proposed work, specifically a new variant of
GIN namely NoCGIN. We present the topology of NoCGIN
with simple routing algorithm. Section 3 – presents the
experimental setup, assumptions and conclusion. Section 4 –
presents the future work scope, followed by the references.

2.1 Topology of NoCGIN
NoCGIN is a Gamma Interconnection Network of size N = 2n.
Here N is the number of inputs and number of outputs it is
connecting with. The NoCGIN will have (log2N)+1 number of
stages, numbered from 0 to (log2N)+1. Each stage will have N
number of switching elements(SE). The SEs in stages will
have one input from core it is connected with and 3
bidirectional links. The bidirectional links connect the SE to 2
SEs in next stage and the immediate next SE in same stage.
For the SEs in last stage, the bidirectional links connect to
previous stage and the immediate next SE in same stage.
Figure 4 shows the typical topology of NoCGIN of size N =
22. The NoCGIN as a variant of GIN is compatible with
Distance Tag Routing.

Fig 4: NoCGIN Topology size N = 4

2.2 Working and Routing Algorithm of
NoCGIN
As we can see in Figure 4, the SEs are connected with cores
and other SEs with bidirectional links. The cores generate the
messages for communication. These messages are then
divided into smaller entities known as packets. Each packet
carries the address of source core number and destination core
number. The data inside the message is known as payload.
Therefore a packet’s format is similar to one shown in Figure
5.

Source
Core
Numbe
r

Destinatio
n Core
Number

Payload

Fig 5: Format of Packet
The general strategy for packet routing is as follows:
1.

If the source and destination are from same stage,
use the vertical links to route packet.
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2.

3.

If the source and destination are located in initial /
end stages, use Destination Tag Routing, where the
tag is made up of 2 bits,
If the source and destination are located in
immediate next or previous stages, use Destination
Tag Routing, where the tag is made up of 1 bit.

The detailed implementation of this strategy is listed as an
algorithm in Table 2 given below.
Table 2. Routing Algorithm for NoCGIN size N = 4
Algorithm: Routing in NoCGIN
Input: Packet with source, destination and payload
Output: Step by step packet routing

[End of Step iii if]
iv. Use this tag in reverse direction to route packet.
[End of step 3 If]

4. if (source is in stage 2 and destination is in stage 1) then
i. calculate the difference as
diff = (destination)mod N – (source)mod N
ii. Generate Two bit tag for diff
iii. if (the tag generation is not possible) then

Method:

a.

Let N = 4
1. Take the packet for routing,

else

2. if (source and destination are in same stage) then
if (source < destination) then
Use the vertical link in down direction until the
destination is reached.
else
Use the vertical link in up direction until the
destination is reached.
[End of If]

if((source)mod N > (destination) mod N) then
Use the vertical link in upward direction

Use the vertical link in downward direction
[End of if]
b.

Let newsrc = The SE reached using this will act
as new source
c. Goto step 2 , where source = newsrc
[End of Step iii if]
iv. Replace every 1 with -1, which indicates the
link is to be followed in back direction

cross

v. Use this tag in reverse direction to route packet.

[End of Step 2 If]

[End of Step 4 If]

3. if (source is in stage 0 and destination is in stage 2) then

5. if (source is in stage 0 and destination is in stage 1) then

i. calculate the difference as
diff = (destination)mod N – (source)mod N

i. calculate the difference as
diff = (destination)mod N – (source)mod N

ii. Generate Two bit tag for diff

ii. Generate One bit tag for diff

iii. if (the tag generation is not possible) then

iii. if (the tag generation is not possible) then

a.

if((source)mod N > (destination) mod N) then
Use the vertical link in upward direction

a.

if((source)mod N > (destination) mod N) then
Use the vertical link in upward direction

Else

else

Use the vertical link in downward direction

Use the vertical link in downward direction

[End of if]

[End of if]

b.

b.

c.

Let newsrc = The SE reached using this will act
as new source
Goto step 2 , where source = newsrc

c.

Let newsrc = The SE reached using this will act
as new source
Goto step 2 , where source = newsrc
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[End of Step iii if]

[End of Step iii if]

iv. Use this tag to route packet.

iv. Use this tag to route packet.

[End of Step 5 If]

[End of Step 7 If]

6. if (source is in stage 1 and destination is in stage 0) then

8. if (source is in stage 2 and destination is in stage 1) then
i. calculate the difference as

i. calculate the difference as

diff = (destination)mod N – (source)mod N

diff = (destination)mod N – (source)mod N
ii. Generate One bit tag for diff

ii. Generate One bit tag for diff

iii. if (the tag generation is not possible) then

iii. if (the tag generation is not possible) then

a.

if((source)mod N > (destination) mod N) then
Use the vertical link in upward direction

a.

if((source)mod N > (destination) mod N) then
Use the vertical link in upward direction

else

else

Use the vertical link in downward direction

Use the vertical link in downward direction

[End of if]

[End of if]

b.

b.

Let newsrc = The SE reached using this will act
as new source
c. Goto step 2 , where source = newsrc
[End of Step iii if]
iv. Replace every 1 with -1, which indicates the
link is to be followed in back direction

cross

v. Use this tag to route packet.
[End of Step 6 If]

7. if (source is in stage 1 and destination is in stage 2) then
i. calculate the difference as
diff = (destination)mod N – (source)mod N
ii. Generate One bit tag for diff
iii. if (the tag generation is not possible) then
a.

if((source)mod N > (destination) mod N) then
Use the vertical link in upward direction
else

Let newsrc = The SE reached using this will act
as new source
c. Goto step 2 , where source = newsrc
[End of Step iii if]
iv. Replace every 1 with -1, which indicates the
link is to be followed in back direction

cross

v. Use this tag to route packet.
[End of Step 8 If]
This algorithm takes care of all the possible cases,where the
tag can not be generated using Distance Tag Routing. The
interested users can refer to [Parker and Raghavendra paper]
to get tag generation formula for distance tag routing. Let us
take few examples to demonstrate the working of this
algorithm.
Example 1: Let us assume Source = 0 and Destination = 3.
Now as we can see, the source and destination are in same
stage. So step 2 will come in picture. Next we will check
whether source < destination, which is the case here. We will
start following the vertical straight link in down direction to
reach SE 1. Again the destination is not reached, and both
source and destination are from same stage. New source 1 <
destination 3, so again the vertical straight link is followed in
down direction. The process repeats until destination 3 is
reached. Figure 6 shows this routing.

Use the vertical link in downward direction
[End of if]
b.
c.

Let newsrc = The SE reached using this will act
as new source
Goto step 2 , where source = newsrc
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Fig 6: Routing packet from 0 to 3 using Step 2 of the
algorithm
Example 2: Now suppose the source is 7 and destination is 5.
Again both, the source and destination are in same stage so
Step 2 is followed. The vertical link in upward direction is
traversed until the destination 5 is reached. Figure 7 shows
this routing.

Fig 8: Routing packet from 2 to 10 using Step 3
Example 4: The source = 9 and destination = 2. The source is
in stage 2 and destination is in stage 0, therefore Step 4 is
used. Here the difference is calculated as diff = (2)mod 4 –
(9)mod 4, which comes out to be -1. The tag generated in this
case is 1-1. Now we need to replace each 1 by -1. So the
modified tag becomes -1-1. We will use this tag in reverse
order to reach the destination. Figure 9 shows the routing.

Fig 7: Routing packet from 7 to 5 using Step 2 of the
algorithm
Example 3: The source = 2 and destination = 10. The source
is in stage 0 and destination is in stage 2, therefore Step 3 is
used. Here the difference is calculated as diff = (10)mod 4 –
(2)mod 4, which comes out to be 0. The tag generated in this
case is 00. We will use this tag in reverse order to reach
destination. Figure 8 shows the routing.

Fig 9: Routing packet from 9 to 2 using Step 4
Example 5: The source = 1 and destination = 4. The source is
in stage 0 and destination is in stage 1, therefore Step 5 is
used. Here the difference is calculated as diff = (4)mod 4 –
(1)mod 4, which comes out to be -1. The tag can not be
generated in this case as the connectivity between stage 0 and
1 is done using 20 connection pattern. The (desination)mod 4
> (source) mod 4, so the vertical link is chosen to go upwards.
The SE 0 is reached and it will act as new source. Then again
the tag is generated, which comes out to be 0, means using
straight link in forward direction the destination can be
reached. Figure 10 shows this routing.
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It was observed that in hop count has not exceeded 4, which is
an achievement of this work. The algorithm can easily be
generalized for any size of NoCGIN.

4. FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper, a new variant of GIN is proposed, whose name
is NoCGIN. As the name suggests, this variant is very useful
as NoC interconnect. The prominent observations are:

Fig 10: Routing packet from 1 to 4 using Step 5
Example 6: The source = 5 and destination = 3. The source is
in stage 1 and destination is in stage 0, therefore Step 6 is
used. Here the difference is calculated as diff = (5)mod 4 –
(3)mod 4, which comes out to be -2. The tag can not be
generated in this case as the connectivity between stage 0 and
1 is done using 20 connection pattern. The (desination)mod 4
< (source) mod 4, so the vertical link is chosen to go
downwards. The SE 6 is reached and it will act as new source.
Then again the tag is generated, which comes out to be -1.
Still due to connection pattern between stage 0 and 1 it is not
possible to route the packet. So again the vertical link in
doward direction is used , to reach SE 7. Now from SE 7 the
difference becomes 0, means using straight link in backward
direction the destination can be reached. Figure 11 shows this
routing.

1.

The network allows forward as well as backword
routing, which was not available in original
network,

2.

Each SE can be connected with one core, makes it
suitable for NoCs with high number of cores,

3.

The routing algorithm is very simple and can be
easily genralized.

As it is mentioned in Section 3, the simulation is tested in
fault-free environment. The same algorithm can be extended
to work in faulty environment. The hop count which was
observed not beyond 4 will certainly change in that scenario.
Further we would also wish to try the use of other GIN
variants in NoC, to explore their usability.
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